Based on the implementation of a newly developed e-learning technology which features Reproducible Computing (www.wessa.net and www.freestatistics.org), it is investigated how the relationships between learning outcomes (as measured by exam questions) and objectively measured, computer-assisted learning activities can be investigated. The main contribution of this paper is that objective exam score transformations can have a huge effect on our ability to build models and understand the effects of computer technology on learning outcomes. The paper includes a theoretical description of an easy-to-use methodology and an illustrated case in which the effect of exam score transformations is clearly demonstrated.
Introduction
The inability of scientists and students to reproduce empirical research results -as published in papers (or other documents) -has received a great deal of attention within the academic community. Some of the most prominent arguments and observations are described in [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . While several solutions were developed ( [5] , [7] , [8] ), none have been actually implemented in education because of technical and practical reasons [9] . In an effort to overcome these issues, a new Compendium Platform [10] was developed which allows us to create constructivist learning environments ( [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] ) that effectively support students in non-rote learning of statistical concepts [15] . This solution is based on the so-called R Framework ( [16] , [17] , based on the R language [18] ) which supports reproducible computing and allows scientists/educators to monitor actual learning processes [9] and control the quality of the e-learning environment which extends to the actual statistical software [19] .
The contribution of this paper consists of a simple methodology that allows educational researchers to assess and estimate the effectiveness of computer-assisted learning activities (based on the Compendium Platform) in terms of the actual learning outcomes as measured by an objective multiple-choice exam. It is mathematically shown that objective exam score transformations have the potential to improve our research models. In addition, it is demonstrated that the predictive improvement that is induced by such transformations can be easily tested (by the use of a simple t-test). Finally, an empirical illustration of the usefulness of the proposed approach is provided based on measurements of an undergraduate statistics course where the Compendium Platform was implemented.
Methodological Approach
First, a classical regression approach is used to model exam scores as a linear function of exogenous variables of interest. Let represent an vector for all students (with ), containing the weighted sum of item scores (c.q. scores on individual exam questions):
with . In addition, define an matrix that represents all exogenous variables (including a one-valued column which represents the constant), and a parameter vector that represents the weights of the linear combination of all columns in that is used to describe . The complete model becomes
where represents the prediction error. The model parameters can be estimated by Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) through the following estimator . The prediction of the first model is simply which can be interpreted as the ``best'' approximation of given a linear combination of the columns in , under the traditional OLS assumptions (Gauss-Markov theorem).
In the second model, the prediction of the first model is specified by a linear combination of the individual items (questions) that made up the total exam score. Let represent the matrix that contains all item scores, then it is possible to define the model
where . Note that there is no constant term in this model. The OLS estimates for , and the prediction for is obviously . The estimated parameters can be interpreted as the ``optimal'' weights that could be applied to all examination items in order to obtain an alternative total exam score that approximates and which is known to be predictable by .
The third model simply combines model 1 and 2 by relating to in the regression model
where .
The estimator for becomes . The third model is likely to yield different results from model 1 unless the estimated parameters (of model 2) are (nearly) equal to the original weights . If the weights are different then the third model can be extended by including as an explanatory variable. This leads to an extended model which can be rewritten by substituting the estimated elements:
From this it can be concluded that the extended version of the third model is equal to the first model with a transformed endogenous variable. A special case arises in the limit when and because it leads to the first model with and .
This can be easily shown by considering that in the extended model
the estimator of any individual parameter (where ) can be easily obtained as follows:
.
If we substitute by and by then we obtain from which it is obvious that when and . If then from which it follows that . This result is important because it is now easy to test if it is necessary to apply the transformation to the endogenous variable. The null hypothesis is simply versus which can be tested with the conventional t-test. In other words, if the null hypothesis is rejected then the transformation is necessary and the estimated parameters and are interpretable.
Data
The Compendium Platform was implemented in an undergraduate statistics course at the Lessius Business School in Belgium. The underlying technology allowed students to engage in a series of reflective review activities and at the same time it allowed us to accurately measure the actual computer-assisted learning activities. The main sections of the statistics course were built around a series of research-based workshops that require students to reflect and communicate about a variety of statistical problems, at various levels of difficulty. The workshops have been carefully designed and cannot be solved without additional information that is provided within the Virtual Learning Environment or by the tutor. Each workshop involved about 9 hours of work per student, per week. In addition, students were required to perform detailed peer reviews of about 5-7 submissions from other students which was facilitated by the Compendium Platform that allows anyone to reproduce and reuse statistical computations without the need to download or install anything on the client machine. This feedback-oriented process is similar to the peer review procedure of an article that is submitted to a scientific journal. The process of (anonymous) assessment by peers is an intrinsic part of scientific endeavor, and may help students in nurturing their scientific attitudes (through peer review experiences) and non-rote learning (through construction of knowledge).
A group of 240 undergraduate business students participated in the course and completed a total of 1907 workshops which were subjected to peer review. Every submission was assessed with respect to 3-6 criteria. For every graded criterion students had the ability to provide verbal feedback to the other student. As a consequence, a total of 41960 grades and 34438 verbal feedback communications were received by students. Based on the Compendium Technology, a large number of objective measurements were collected about the following computer-assisted learning activities (for each student): Gcount (the average number of students that collaborated during the workshop assignments), Abcount (average number of computations in the collaborating group), Abuniques (average number of unique/distinct computations in the collaborating group), nnzfg (number of meaningful feedback messages that were submitted by the student), nnzfr (number of meaningful feedback messages that were received by the student), mflg (median feedback length of submitted messages), mflr (median feedback length of received messages), Bcount (number of computations), aflg (average feedback length of submitted messages), aflr (average feedback length of received messages), iqrflg (inter-quartile range of submitted feedback messages), iqrflr (inter-quartile range of received feedback messages), WSMedian (median workshop score based on peer assessment).
Empirical evidence
It is now possible to illustrate the approach that was outlined in section 2 based on the data of section 3. This illustration relates to a subset of the original student population: only female students from the Preparatory programme were selected. The reason for this is because these students are a (more or less) homogeneous group [19] where self-reported data about learning activities are consistent with actual, objective measurements that were made based on the newly developed e-learning technology [19] .
The objective exam consisted of 18 multiple choice questions which have been summed to obtain the overall score. This implies that for and consequently . The parameter estimates of Model 2 (not shown) indicate that questions 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, and 14 seemed to be more important (c.q. more closely related to the exogenous variables) than the other questions. For example, question 6 obtains a weight that is more than twice as big as in the original exam score. The Adjusted Rsquared of Model 2 was extremely high (0.94) which means that the predicted outcome is closely related to the original prediction . Moreover, some questions had near-zero or negative parameters in Model 2. This implies that these questions reduce the explanatory power of Model 1 and should not be included if one wishes to obtain high predictability of exam scores based on exogenous variables that are related to the use of computer-related learning activities.
Model 1 relates the overall exam score to a set of pre-specified exogenous variables of interest (see section 3) and yields results that are presented in Table 1 (columns 2 and 3). The Adjusted R-squared of Model 1 is rather low and no parameter is significantly different from zero. This is disappointing and the researcher cannot learn anything useful from this analysis. There is reason to assume that Model 1 suffers from multicollinearity and extraneous variables which inflate the standard errors of the parameters. On the other hand it is unclear how the model's parameters should be reduced in order to obtain a parsimonious model with good predictability.
In the approach that was outlined in section 2 it was suggested that an objective transformation of the endogenous variable (the exam scores) might be helpful: the results of the transformed and extended model are shown in Table 1 (columns 4 and 5). 
Discussion and Conclusions
The illustrated results are spectacular from a statistical point of view. The objective exam score transformation yields beneficial results in terms of the adjusted R-squared and the significance of parameters. From Table 1 it is clearly seen that the exam scores of female students of the preparatory programme can be predicted by feedback-related communications (inbound and outbound) which is assisted by the newly developed Reproducible Computing technology. In addition, the group size (the number of collaborating students that work on assignments) should be kept small and the role of prior knowledge (as approximated by the median workshop scores) is not to be underestimated. These conclusions can be easily drawn -without the need of sophisticated model specification or selection. The main point here is that the introduction of new e-learning technology alone is not sufficient to model the relationship between learning outcomes and computer-assisted learning activities. The reason for this is obvious: the e-learning technology ensures accuracy of the measured variables on the right hand side of the equation whereas the endogenous variable (exam score) may still be biased because of the subjective nature of the weights that are attributed to the individual exam questions.
A final remark about the above findings is related to an ethical dilemma. This paper does not imply -nor suggest -that educators should post transform the weights that are attributed to individual exam questions for the purpose of grading. Grading mechanisms should always be transparently communicated to students and comply with academic regulations and legislation. This is always true -even if the application of an objective exam score transformation would highlight the fact that some student groups are discriminated: in the data set under investigation several sub-populations were found that had optimal parameters that were significantly different from those that were found with the female students from the prep-programme. Even if we treat students equally, this does by no means imply that they respond to technological learning activities (or exam questions) equally.
This dilemma must be addressed in future development and research. Maybe it is possible to seamlessly integrate the examination/grading process into an e-learning environment in which the underlying technology addresses the needs of all students while still allowing educators to make fair comparisons?
